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Frankfurt germany visitors guide

Just because Frankfurt-on-the-Main is Germany's economic power does not mean that it should be seen as a city of rushing suits, skyscrapers in mid-air and bullish business breakfasts. Although there are elements of those around, this confident city is steeped in history too, so there is no lack of curious
culture or amazing architecture to find. Home to the European Central Bank, Germany's fifth largest city has long benefited from a wide range of cultural influences from across the continent. Naturally, its modern superstructures in the central business district are shining symbols of Frankfurt's financial
strength. Their growth has created a more North American than European aspect, which has earned the city the nickname Mainhattan. Cruises on the Main River give a fantastic perspective of Frankfurt's historic progress. The river cuts the city in half and offers stunning views of the skyscrapers and
traditional buildings of Frankfurt's Embankment Museum. Most visitors to Frankfurt come for one of its many trade shows, exhibitions and congresses, but this city has another side. The birthplace of Germany's most revered writer, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), Frankfurt struggled to impress
with its cultural pedigree. Look no further than the fantastic independent cinema Orfeos Erben, which features homemade art films and short films, or the great celebration of the region's favourite tipple, ebbelwoi (apple wine), every August. The city's nightlife is fascinating and varied. Its traditional live jazz
scene is always daytime and a slew of trendy new bars offer visitors the chance to indulge in a night around the city. On top of that, Frankfurt is down with amazing clubs for those who can dance happily in the wee hours. With vineyards nearby and spa towns at your fingertips, such as the beautiful
Wiesbaden, Frankfurt is a destination that has it all for a short break or a long stay. Now there is no excuse to let the best Frankfurt has to offer to the business crowd. Frankfurt is conveniently located in the heart of Germany and Europe.Its International Airport, which is directly accessible from all over the
world, is only minutes from Frankfurt's main train station, one of the largest in Germany.Frankfurt is a large walking city, and the vast majority of its downtown destinations can be reached on foot. There is also a well-developed public transport system, which connects Frankfurt to the surrounding
Rhineland region both quickly and easily. Miscellaneous Facts Population: 746,878 Currency: Euro (EUR) - 1 - 100 cents Search accommodation: Hotels Emergency numbers: Emergency: 112Police: 110 Newspapers: RundschauFrankfurter Neue PresseFrankfurter Allgemeine ZeitungDie Welt Opening
hours: Most Frankfurt department stores are open Monday to Friday from 9am to 8pm, and Saturday from 9am to 6pm. Tourist information: Frankfurt Tourismus - Tourist information Tourist information Hauptbahnhof (main station)Hauptbahnhof, Empfangshalle, Frankfurt -49 69 21 23 88 00 Opening
times:8:00-21:00 (Monday to Friday) 9:00-18:00 (Saturday, Sunday)2. Tourist Information, Frankfurt 27, Frankfurt 49 69 21 23 88 00 Opening times:9:30-17:30 (Monday to Friday) 9:30-16:00 (Saturday, Sunday)3. Tourist Information H-chst / Tabak and Press Kr-merAntoniterstrasse 22, FrankfurtOpening
hours:8:00-18:15 (Monday to Friday) 8:00-16:00 (Saturday) Read more Section in Frankfurt am Main, the bustling metropolis in the heart of Europe, is known for its unusual contrasts: historical attractions, such as the redned houses, the Cathedral of the Emperors or St. Paul's Church, are just a stone's
throw from the unique skyline, extraordinary cultural offerings, a veritable commercial eldorado and many year-round events, making Frankfurt the ideal destination for an exciting break from the city. Alt-Sachsenhausen, with its apple wine pubs, historic half-timbered houses and narrow alleyways,
represents the comfort and hospitality of Frankfurt. No stay in Frankfurt is complete without a quick visit for a drink of the famous Frankfurt Ebbelwei. It is the birthplace of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (28/08/1749) and the place of his youth. The greatest historical importance is the Dichterzimmer (poet's
study) on the third floor, which is where Johann Wolfgang von Goethe lived and wrote famous works such as The Pains of the Young Werther and the beginnings of Faust. Built in 1880 with the help of private donations, the Old Opera House was totally destroyed during the Second World War. The façade
and forecourt were rebuilt according to the original plans of the architect Lucae in 1981. On the third floor, there is a restaurant and a bar with terrace, which stays open until late. The Main Tower was completed in the year 2000 and quickly became one of the most popular sites in Frankfurt. It measures
200 meters and invites the general public to visit its rooftop viewing platform. From here you will have the most spectacular panoramic view of Frankfurt and the surrounding area. One of Germany's oldest and most important museum foundations and one of the most remarkable art museums in the world,



with masterpieces of seven centuries of art. You will find works of art by masters such as Rembrandt, Renoir, Rubens, Van Eyck and Botticelli. The completion of the underground extension of the Stel is one of the most important events in the long and famous history of the Institute of Art. The
revolutionary architecture of the new hall is a must for visitors to Frankfurt. On board KD, you can enjoy the best view of Germany's most impressive skyline. In the course of this panoramic for an hour, you will pass through the R-mer, the embankment of the Museum and the Church of St. Paul. A great
way to discover Frankfurt's famous skyline while relaxing and listening to stories about the past, present and future of City. The Applewine Express is one of Frankfurt's most popular attractions. Take a ride on this merry tram and get to know Frankfurt city centre better while enjoying pretzels and a glass
or two of Frankfurt apple wine. This particular way of visiting also involves background music and lots of laughter. The starting point of the Ebbelwei Express is at the zoo, but you can go up and down to one of the stops. Ramerberg is a medieval square and the center of the old town, Altstadt. The original
Runerberg was destroyed during the Second World War, but it has been rebuilt ever since and nowadays you can walk around this beautiful square again and look at the different buildings. I hope your timing is right and that you will have the chance to attend one of the public festivals that take place here.
In the center of the square is the Fountain of Justice (Gerechtigkeitsbrunnen), where the statue of the goddess Justitia holds the scales of justice. Perhaps the most famous building here is the R-mer, which is the town hall, and has been so for the last 600 years. Consecrated in 1833, this church served
as the seat of the first German National Assembly in 1848, which in turn served as the basis for Germany's current constitution. Today, the site hosts awards presentations as well as political and cultural events. Entering Frankfurt Zoo is like entering another world: hang on to your hat while you marvel at
all the majestic African animals and the exciting and colorful world of Madagascar. The list of foreign and exotic places and environments continues and there are a total of 4,500 animals and over 500 species from all over the world here. Apart from the fixed features, there are festivals, exhibitions and
tours about it to enjoy as well. Lohrberg is an incredible view that gives you a panoramic view of the city. There is a whole park here well suited for hiking or sports, and you can also choose to come here in the summer as there are barbecue areas available. The Main-ppellHaus will give you an overview
of the theme of gardening and agriculture. The Eiserner Steg is a pedestrian bridge built in 1869 with stunning views of the Main River and the city skyline. It connects the centre of Frankfurt to Sachsenhausen. This is one of the most popular photo spots so don't forget the camera. This unique boulevard
of cultural institutions includes first-class museums displaying applied art, from cinema and architecture to art, Jewish history and ancient sculptures. Famous architects such as Richard Meier and O.M. Ungers have been involved in the construction and expansion of many of the architectural gems on
display. A few examples are the Fine Arts with its underground exhibition spaces, the German Film Museum, the Museum of Communication and the Jewish Museum. The Museum Embankment Festival, one of the largest cultural festivals in Europe, takes place every year on the last weekend of August.
Frankfurt's botanical gardens consist of 20 hectares of and 9,000 square metres of greenhouses filled with flora from the most diverse climatic zones. Internationally renowned exhibitions and festive events offer a colourful fringe program. The English Theatre Frankfurt has become the largest English-
language theatre in continental Europe. It has become a major player in the Rhine cultural scene since its founding in 1979. His repertoire includes comedy, theatre, poetic slams and musicals. With its 95-metre high tower rising above the city centre, this cathedral is hard to miss. Dedicated to the name
of St. Bartholomew in 1239, this cathedral was officially chosen to serve as an electoral site for the kings of the Holy Roman Empire in 1356. Ten imperial coronations took place there between 1562 and 1792. 1792.
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